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The media is replete with stories about how autonomous and electric vehicles are going to 
upend the automotive and oil industries. 

Each of these stories needs to be looked at objectively to determine whether facts support the 
proposition. 

A recent Stanford University lecturer made the assertion: 

“Electric vehicles and ride-hailing fleets would end the age of internal combustion 
vehicles” and “cause the price of oil to drop to $25 per barrel.” 

The report referenced by the lecturer begins:  

“We are on the cusp of one of the fastest, deepest, most consequential disruptions of 
transportation in history.” 

And in an advertisement on Amazon: 

“The industrial age of energy and transportation will be over by 2030.”  

This radical proposition is worth exploring. 

Is it true, or just more media hype? 

There are two issues that need to be examined: 

I. Will autonomous vehicles disrupt the automotive industry? 

II. Will battery-powered vehicles disrupt the oil industry? 

I. Autonomous vehicles 

Autonomous vehicles owned by Uber, Lyft, Waymo and existing Taxi companies, will, 
according to the Stanford lecturer, cause the number of light vehicles1 in the U.S. to plummet 
from 247 million to 44 million.  

Obviously, this would put millions out of work and cause turmoil in the automobile industry. 

The premise of the proposal is that people would find it cheaper to use ride-hailing services 
than to buy a car. 

But is there a flaw in that argument? 

One issue that immediately emerges is the question of commuting to work. 

For discussion purposes, let’s assume that half the vehicles are used to drive to and from 
work, while the other half remain in the garage at home for the spouse to use for running 
errands, such as taking the children to school.2 

Interestingly, nearly everyone goes to and from work at the same time of day, captured by the 
expression, rush-hour. 

Let’s assume the commute is one hour each way, and 35 miles. 

As a result, 125 million cars are on the road at essentially the same time, in the morning and 
evening, whether the cars are owned by families or ride-hailing companies. 
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This raises the issue of who will invest the necessary approximately $3.8 trillion3 to buy cars to 
be used in ride-hailing fleets, when each car will be used two hours each day, five days per 
week for 50 weeks per year? 

And what rate would a ride-hailing company have to charge for the two-hour ride each day? 

Assuming each vehicle costs $30,000, and would be used for 500 hours a year, or 2,500 hours 
over a five-year life of the vehicle4, how much would the ride-hailing firm have to charge its 
customers for commuting to work? 

The cost to the ride-hailing firm amounts to $12 per hour for depreciation, which does not 
include maintenance, tolls, gasoline, keeping the car clean, other overhead, scrap value and 
profit.5 

A $12, or even a $20, hourly charge for the person making the commute sounds very 
reasonable. However, if the commuter spends $14 for each trip other than tolls, he will likely 
realize he could have spent the same amount of money and owned the autonomous vehicle, 
with the added benefit of it being available whenever he wanted to use it. 

Proponents of the ride-hailing scheme would probably protest this comment, by claiming the 
vehicles could be used for other rides during the day. 

Actually, today, during the day, when there is no ride-hailing alternative, commuters’ cars are 
parked in a garage at work, indicating there is little need for ride-hailing services during the day 
by owners of parked vehicles, other than what is already available from taxis. 

Ride sharing is included in the autonomous vehicle hype, but that option is available today and 
has been largely rejected by commuters.6 Why would sharing be practiced with autonomous 
vehicles, when it’s not widely practiced now? 

But what about the other 125 million vehicles left in the garage for the spouse to use? 

This is more difficult to predict. 

The ride-hailing cars used for the morning commute are either parked downtown, or turned 
around and returned to the suburbs.  

The potential for new riders must be large enough to offset the costs, e.g., gasoline, 
maintenance, tolls etc., of re-positioning the vehicles to the suburbs. Ride-hailing companies 
will have to determine the answer to this question. 

One thing is fairly certain, taking the children to school occurs at about the same time as the 
morning commute, so cars used by ride-hailing firms for commuting won’t be available. This 
may be a relatively small number of people, but it is an example of the type of reason why a 
car at home will be viewed as desirable, if not essential. 

Re-positioning is an important issue, because it determines whether there will be enough ride-
hailing vehicles available in the suburbs during the day to guarantee immediate availability to 
the spouse who wants to go shopping, or to the hair dresser, or to the cleaners, or to a 
community meeting.7 

How long will the spouse be willing to wait for a ride-hailing vehicle? Ten minutes, a half hour, 
or longer?8 
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In addition, will the ride-hailing companies offer a variety of vehicles? The Waymo Firefly two 
seater may be suitable for commuting, but wouldn’t be what a family of four would need to go 
to sporting events or use for other family activities. Would the ride-sharing companies have 
SUVs in their inventory? If so, how many?  

The cost and complexity of providing ride-hailing services for a variety of uses adds to the ride-
hailing company’s dilemma. It also increases the required investment. 

Picture of Firefly, courtesy of Waymo 

If the ride-hailing companies can’t guarantee almost instant availability, the spouse is likely to 
be upset, and view car ownership as highly desirable, maybe even essential. 

The business model requires a huge investment, with the prospect of very low utilization rates, 
i.e., hours per year, and the need to provide almost instantaneous service to a widely 
dispersed customer base.  

In other words the business model is flawed. 

There is too large an investment and too little opportunity to make money under the scenario 
that people will choose not to own cars. 

Ride-hailing companies have good prospects for profitable businesses when they target 
vulnerable niche industries. 

The taxi business is an obvious target for ride-hailing companies, or for self transformation 
where existing taxi companies adopt the Uber model. The same is true for car rental 
companies, like Hertz and Avis. Limousine services are also threatened by this model. Bus 
companies may also be threatened. 

What is easily overlooked, so far in this quick summary, is that the same number of cars are 
needed for commuting under either scenario. The ride-hailing alternative doesn’t appreciably 
reduce the number of vehicles owned by individuals and families. 
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The ownership of vehicles used for commuting makes little difference, other than the possible 
discounting of vehicle prices due to volume purchases, to the automobile manufacturers. 

It’s very likely the automobile industry will not be seriously affected by the ride-hailing 
alternative. 

II. Electric Vehicles 

While one of my articles, What Drives Oil Demand Forecasts? discussed the potential impact 
of batteries on the use of oil, this paper will provide additional detail. 

There is no question that battery-powered vehicles could have a serious affect on demand for 
oil. 

As this diagram indicates, about 70% of each barrel of oil goes toward providing fuel for 
vehicles. Any product above the line is more apt to be affected by population growth than by 
vehicle usage. 

A significant portion of diesel fuel is used by heavy trucks, e.g., 18 wheelers, which won’t be 
affected by electrification. 
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The Stanford University lecturer claimed that: 

“Global oil demand will drop from 100 million barrels per day in 2020 to around 70 
million barrels per day in 2030. The price of oil will drop to around $25 per barrel.” And, 
“The impact of the collapse of oil prices throughout the oil industry value chain will be 
felt as soon as 2021.” 

The accompanying graph by a climate alarmist website illustrates this proposition. 

When discussing electrification of the transportation sector, as implied by the lecturer and this 
activist’s graph, we should focus on two types of battery-powered vehicles, plug-in electric 
vehicles (PHEVs), and battery-powered vehicles (BEVs), but not hybrids (HEVs) such as the 
original Prius.  

• PHEVs9 use the battery to travel the first 35 miles, then switch to an internal 
combustion engine to extend its range.  

• BEVs10 are vehicles powered entirely by battery power.  

• HEVs are essentially battery-assisted vehicles that use the internal combustion 
engine to power the car. Batteries don’t provide the motive power for the vehicle. 

There are two basic questions that the lecturer’s claim provokes: 

1. To this point, have PHEVs and BEVs affected oil usage in the United States, China and 
India?  

2. What is the likely effect of PHEVs and BEVs in the United States, China and India on oil 
demand? 
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Question #1  

To this point, have PHEVs and BEVs affected oil usage in the United States, China and 
India?  

The answer to this question is simply, none, i.e., virtually no effect. 

This chart of PHEV and BEV sales for the first quarter of 2017 illustrates this point. 

While the sale of PHEVs and BEVs increased year over year by a substantial percentage, their 
sales only represented 1% of total light vehicle sales. 

Equally important is the very low penetration they have received since being introduced to the 
market. 

• Light vehicles in operation in 2015 = 263,600,000 

• PHEV and BEV cumulative sales since 2011 = 600,135  

• PHEV & BEV as a percentage of light vehicles on the road = 0.23 

Less than a quarter-of-one-percent of all light vehicles on the road are PHEVs and BEVs. 

Obviously, this tiny percentage of PHEVs and BEVs has had a minuscule effect on oil 
consumption. 

However, some will point out that gasoline usage has been down over the past ten years. 

This chart from the Energy Information Administration (EIA) shows lower gasoline usage 
following the 2008 recession, and lower usage as vehicle miles traveled increased. 
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From Energy Information Administration  

The cause of lower gasoline usage were fleet milage requirements, i.e., Corporate Average 
Fuel Economy (CAFE) standards, established by the EPA and the National Highway Traffic 
Safety Administration (NHTSA). 

The combined passenger car and light truck fleet wide compliance targets for 2025, were set 
at 54.5 mpg, and 163 grams of CO2 per mile. 

But the actual rules, as printed in the Federal Register, are 577 pages long, and are far more 
complicated. 

• First, the targets are set based on the vehicle’s foot print, i.e., the wheel base multiplied 
by the track dimensions. Smaller cars must meet higher standards. 

• Next, each manufacturer receives credits for adopting technologies that don’t affect test 
results, such as active grille shutters, stop-start systems, and high-efficiency lights. 

• Next, there will be extra credits for selling BEV, PHEV and fuel cell vehicles. For 
example, the number of BEVs sold in 2021 will be multiplied by a factor of 1.5. There 
will also be air conditioning credits, and incentives for natural gas vehicles. 

As can be seen from the accompanying graph on the next page, miles per gallon went from 
20.1 mpg to as high as nearly 26 mpg in 2014, declining slightly to 25.2 mpg in 2016. 

The graph also projects the future CAFE mileage requirements, after adjustments, that were 
recently approved by the EPA, but which are likely to be modified by the new administration. 
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Extrapolations showing increase from proposed milage rules, compared with a continuation of 
the existing trend, using Wall Street Journal graph of current gas mileage. 

Regardless of the future standards, they will have less effect than in the past.  

Table I shows how actual gasoline usage decreases as CAFE mileage requirements increase. 
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Table I

Effect of increasing fleet mileage requirements

mpg 13 26 39

miles traveled 1000 1000 1000

gallons used 76.9 38.5 25.6



Question # 2 

What is the likely effect of PHEVs and BEVs in the United States, China and India on 
oil demand?  

While PHEVs and BEVs have had virtually no effect on oil consumption in the past, the 
question remains, will they have an effect in the future? 

In the United States, lower priced BEVs will begin to be sold this year. The most well known of 
these vehicles are the Tesla Model 3 and GM’s Bolt, both priced at around $35,000. Initial 
sales will likely be strong as many orders have already been placed for these vehicles.  

Sales in 2018 could provide the first objective look at how these lower priced vehicles may 
affect BEV sales. Unfortunately, the federal subsidies of $7,500, plus state subsidies, distorts 
the market acceptance of these vehicles. 

Another unknown is whether the sale of these lower priced BEVs take away sales from 
PHEVs. 

Sales of PHEVs and BEVs only represented 1% of first quarter sales, and must increase by 
several times that amount if they are to have a serious effect on oil consumption. 

Equally, and possibly more important, is what will happen in China and India. Table II shows 
electric vehicles in China.11 It’s not clear as to whether PHEVs are included in reported sales, 
so all electric vehicles are referred to as BEVs. Data on BEVs from India is virtually non-
existent. 

The tiny percentage of BEVs in China further supports the conclusion that electric vehicles 
have had virtually no effect on oil usage until now. 

Table II

Country 2007 2015

China

Total light vehicles* 59,000,000 175,000,000

Total BEVs 650,000

BEVs as % of total vehicles 0.37

India

Total light vehicles* 20,100,000 28,000,000

Total BEVs ?

* Not including 2 & 3 wheel vehicles
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Table III shows the estimated number of vehicles per 100 people in China, India and the United 
States. 

Clearly, there is the potential for a substantial increase in the number of vehicles in China and 
India when vehicle penetration in these countries is compared with the United States. 

If China were to increase its adoption of vehicles to 30/100, less than half that of the United 
States, there would be over 600,000,000 vehicles in China; or, an increase of around 
480,000,000 vehicles. 

Sales of light vehicles have reportedly been steady for the past four years and averaged 
around 21 million, which might indicate a net addition of around 140,000,000 vehicles over the 
next ten years after accounting for scrapping of vehicles. According to the Wall Street Journal, 
SUVs have increased disproportionally which would result in higher gasoline usage.  

Add the increase in China, whatever it turns out to be, to the increase in India and other 
developing countries, and there is bound to be a substantial increase in the number of vehicles 
over the next decade. 

The only way there won’t be an increase in demand for oil is if 100% of these new vehicles are 
BEVs. 

The preponderance of new vehicles in China and India over the next decade will probably be 
conventional, lower-cost gasoline or diesel-powered vehicles, which will mean a significant 
increase in the demand for oil. 

Table III

Country Cars per 100 people

China 8

India 4

United States 82
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Summary 

Autonomous vehicles by themselves shouldn’t affect the automotive industry to any great 
extent, and should have little effect on demand for oil. 

There are substantial unknowns concerning the future of battery-powered vehicles. 

These unknowns include: 

• The cost of battery packs 
• Vehicle range 
• Number of battery charging stations and their cost.12 

The data contained in this brief examination can allow the reader to track what actually 
happens over the next several years. 

• Do lower priced BEVs result in a significant increase in battery powered vehicles? 

• Do BEVs in China and India command the majority of new vehicle sales? 

What happens in other developing countries where another 1.5 billion people move from low to 
middle income? 

The media is likely to continue its distortion of actual events, because of its attempt to promote 
the CO2 hypothesis of climate change.  

It’s a simple matter to track actual sales of PHEVs and BEVs, as well as the increase in the 
number of vehicles in China and India. 

Peak Demand, as it’s now being portrayed, is not likely to occur before 2030, and if the CO2 
hysteria is debunked, probably not until well after 2040. 

Actual data, not hyperbola, will determine the real trends for the automotive industry and oil 
demand. 
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Notes: 

1. Light vehicles include passenger cars and pickup trucks. 

2. Assumes gasoline-powered vehicles. Battery-powered vehicles complicates discussion due 
battery charging issues, including need for battery charging stations and their cost, which 
ranges from $10,000 to $50,000 per station, but where multiple stations are required at 
each location to service large numbers of vehicles. 

3. 125,000 x $30,000 = $3.75 trillion 

4. Yearly miles = 250 days x 140 miles = 35,000 miles 

• Miles traveled after five years = 175,000 miles 

• Assuming vehicle life is 100,000 miles, the average life of vehicles would be 5 years if 
approximately 60% of vehicles are repositioned. 

5. Cost of vehicle $30,000 Divided by 2,500 hours of usage over 5 years = $12 

6. There are isolated example of ride sharing, such as the pickup stations near Washington 
DC, where ride sharing is referred to as Slugging. 

7. Repositioning cars doubles the miles traveled. 

• 35 mile commute + 35 mile repositioning = 70 mile trip x twice each day = 140 miles 
daily. 

8. It’s possible to preschedule trips to a destination such as the dentist, but the return trip will 
likely be on demand and difficult to preschedule. 

9. Plug in Hybrid Electric Vehicle. 

10.Battery Electric Vehicle. 

11. China and India sales are best estimates. Available data is inconsistent. 

12.According to government data, there are approximately168,000 gasoline fueling locations 
in the United States, with an average of eight pumps. The most desirable charging stations 
can charge a BEV in 20 minutes, but cost on average, $20,000 each. 
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